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Environmental 
Justice
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“Environmental justice” is the principle 
that we need to identify which areas 
and which communities are bearing 
more than their share of the health and 
economic impacts that come from 
pollution, so that we can work to 
address those inequities. 



The Improving Air Quality in Overburdened 
Communities Initiative

 This initiative within the Climate Commitment Act addresses criteria 
air pollution in communities that are most impacted by air quality. 
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(Section 3, Climate Commitment Act)



Improving Air Quality in Overburdened 
Communities
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Requires Ecology to:
• Identify communities that bear a disproportionate burden from air pollution.

• Expand air quality monitoring in these overburdened communities.

• Review and evaluate air quality in these areas at periodic intervals.

• Develop new standards, targets or limits to address criteria air pollution in the 
identified communities. 



Public Engagement Process to Identify 
Overburdened Communities
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Final List of Overburdened Communities: Likely Late 2022

Outreach to share results Educational outreach on monitor 
placement process

Part II: Summer – Fall 2022

Environmental Justice Council 
review Public input on draft criteria

Part I: January – April 2022

Public listening sessions, Tribal 
meetings, survey, comment map

To inform the development of 
the draft criteria

2023
Placing AQ monitors



Public Processes – EJ Considerations

• Multiple rounds of public engagement 
• Bring community in earlier
• Build in opportunities for flexibility
• Urban and rural – Different needs  

• EJ Council
• New body in WA
• Involve community in process design,                

as appropriate 

• Virtual Vs. In-person – Both of both
• Trust, relationships, humanity 
• Transportation, childcare, convenience
• Meet people “where they are at”

• Language and Accessibility
• Materials and for meetings  

• Educational materials 
• Different formats 
• Repetition 

• Coordination with our and other agencies
• Respect for community capacity 

• Public meeting design 
• Pace, format and formality 
• Benefit vs. burden 
• Decision space: Clear on impact of input
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Engagement (Part 1): Themes

Air Quality

• Transportation
• Agriculture
• Land use
• Ports
• Industry
• Wildfire smoke
• Residential Smoke
• Dust
• Cumulative Impacts
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Out of Scope
• Odor 
• Indoor AQ
• Toxics
• Methane

Socioeconomics
• Health disparities
• Race & Income
• Outdoor workers 
• Unhoused people
• Children and elderly

Ideas for Change
• Education
• Regulation
• Grants



How We Used the Input

Constraints
• Availability of 

statewide data
• Unmeasured 

areas
• Some areas out 

of scope
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• Integrate community 
concerns 

• Create new criteria 
maps 

• Use existing EJ tools
• WA Environmental Health 

Disparities Map

Opportunities



Monitoring Modeling Emissions 
Inventory

Additional Ecology 
and LAA data

WA Environmental 
Health Disparities 

Map

EJ Screen (and 
other federal 

tools)

Socioeconomic & 
Population Data

Public/Partner 
Input

Process to Identify Communities –
Sources of information 
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Data Considerations 

• Scale
oGrids
oCensus tracts and block groups

• Representation
oUrban vs. rural
oRegional differences: types and sources of pollution
oSocio-cultural framing 
oData availability 

• Existing methods
oe.g. Federal Climate and Economic Justice Screening 

Tool
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Overview –
Data 
Approach

 Building off existing work (local, state, federal)

 Matching the approach to the data to the goals of 
the initiative

 Taking into account a holistic view of environmental 
justice – fitting into the bigger picture

 Engaging the public in the data process
 Providing informational materials
 Opportunities for public input



Takeaways for 
this Initiative
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 New opportunity in Washington to address criteria 
air pollution in environmental justice communities. 

 Multiple stages of public input to develop criteria to 
identify communities. 

 Implications for identified overburden communities:
 Expanded air monitoring networks
 New emission control mechanisms
 Funding to address criteria air pollution 



Further 
Information
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• Improving Air Quality in Overburdened Communities Initiative

• Climate Commitment Act

• Environmental Justice at Ecology

Please sign-up for email updates via first two links.

(Links also available in this meeting chat.) 

Contact:
Caroline.Mellor@ecy.wa.gov

https://ecology.wa.gov/Air-Climate/Climate-change/Reducing-greenhouse-gases/Climate-Commitment-Act/Overburdened-communities
http://www.ecology.wa.gov/CCA
https://ecology.wa.gov/About-us/Who-we-are/Environmental-Justice


Questions
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Thank you
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